Lumbar muscle force estimation using a subject-invariant 5-parameter EMG-based model.
The use of electromyographic measures, in concert with modeled or empirical representations of muscle physiology, is a common approach for estimation of muscle force. Existing models of the lumbar musculature have allowed model parameters to vary for an individual subject. While this approach improves apparent predictive ability, it loses some degree of construct validity since parameter variability may not be physiologically justifiable. An EMG-based five-parameter model, adapted and generalized from earlier reports, is presented here. Inherent in the model is the requirement of subject-invariant modeling parameters. As a practical analysis tool was desired, the model relies on relatively few calibration constants whose determination is described. Empirical evaluation was undertaken using a database of 398 experimental trials involving lifting and transferring objects of moderate mass. Model performance, evaluated by comparison of measured and predicted lumbar moments, was comparable to earlier models, with r2 mean (S.D.) values of 0.76(0.15) for sagittal plane moments, and rms mean (S.D.) errors of 14.1(7.4), 9.7(5.3), and 8.6(3.6) Nm in the sagittal, frontal, and horizontal planes, respectively. These empirical results and the argument of physiological veracity support the use of a subject-invariant model.